
Alvis Archive Trust 

Minutes of the third AGM held on 20 April 2022 at Hycilla, Bowcliffe Hall  

Commencing at 11.00am 

 

In attendance: Christopher Taylor (CT), Manfred Fleishman (MF), Reinhart Dortschy, Chris Hamilton 

(CH), Paul Chasney (PC) and at item 8 with apologies Hugh Morris-Jones (HMJ). 

Introduction: CT welcomed all those present and explained that at very short notice, Covid had 

severely affected the meeting in so far as both Martin Wickham and John Fox have both tested 

positive and therefore unable to attend. 

Item 1: Apologies for absence:  

Apologies have been received from trustees Martin Wickham, Graham Clode and Edmund 

Waterhouse; members John Fox, Mike Wilson, Charles van Ingen, Eileen Goddin, Derek Shaw and 

Tim Perks. 

Item 2: Minutes of the AGM held on 23 April 2021. Members present at the meeting were unable to 

locate a copy of the minutes. PC confirmed he would circulate a copy for approval in retrospect 

together with draft minutes from the current meeting. 

Item 3: Minutes of a meeting held on 2 August 2021. Members present at the meeting were unable 

to locate a copy for approval and it was agreed that this item should be held over. 

Item 4: Report of a meeting held on 17 November 2021 with Andy Bye (AB), Director of FBHVC and 

Trustee of the Rootes Archive Trust. CT gave a very comprehensive account of the meeting and of 

the suggestions made by AB. PC provided some background to the work on archiving being 

undertaken by the FBHVC and indicated some of the possible future developments, including a 

potential scanning and archive service to be offered to FBHVC members by Genus, that could be a 

cost effective archiving service for smaller club archives such as the AAT. 

The meeting agreed that all possible facilities and archive support should be investigated but that a 

further meeting of the AAT should be convened before any long term commitment is made. 

CT confirmed his understanding that the current level of funding from the AOC is only committed for 

two more years. Some of those present expressed surprise that the AOC were not apparently 

committed to the independent preservation of the Alvis archive material. 

Item 5: Draft Annual Report and Financial Statements for 2021. 

Members present noted the report and financial statements. MF focussed on the fact that without 

the bequest from Neil Millington the AAT would have made a loss for the year. The financial standing 

of the AAT was discussed in some detail although without the benefit of input from John Fox who 

has been instrumental in managing the AAT finances since charitable status has been achieved. The 

meeting agreed that urgent action, following the lines of Item 4 above, must be taken. 

The adoption of the report and accounts was proposed by CT and seconded by MF. 

Item 6: Retirement of Trustees and appointment of a new Trustee and Archivist. 



The meeting noted that CT and Graham Clode are standing down as Trustees at this meeting. As 

chairman of the meeting CT thanked Graham Clode for his service to the AAT over many years and 

for his support.  

The meeting noted that John Fox was standing unopposed for the post of Trustee and that CT had 

offered himself as assistant archivist. 

These two motions were proposed by MF and seconded by PC. 

Item 7: Bank mandate. 

The meeting agreed that this matter should be agreed between the Trustees. 

HMJ joined the meeting 

Item 8: Revised terms of tenancy at Bowcliffe Hall with effect from 22 May 2022. 

CT explained that in the light of the current financial situation already discussed during the meeting, 

John Fox has negotiated a revised lease for one of the two rooms currently occupied at Hycilla. This 

lease is for a reduced rent and with a rolling three month notice period. 

The meeting noted and approved of the action taken. 

Item 9: Review and update of the Risk Register 

a) Funding: current funding of the AAT had been discussed at various points in the meeting. Whilst in 

principle it was noted that the AAT could sell archive material relating to vehicles it was noted that 

this is normally a one off sale as once completed the material collated for a vehicle tends to remain 

with that vehicle. It was noted that the AOC will not permit the AAT to arrange tours as fund raisers 

as this is deemed to conflict with AOC activities. Surprise was expressed by some members present 

that the AOC sought to restrict activities of the Trust but are not prepared to fund the full cost of the 

office rental. 

b) Relationships with other organisations: MF suggested that one possible route for development of 

the AAT is through Alvis Clubs not based in the UK and through overseas based owners. It was also 

felt that there might be opportunities for contacts with military vehicle owners and aero engine 

enthusiasts. The meeting felt that MF might be an ideal person to undertake at least part of this role. 

c) Website and database:  in the absence of John Fox this item was held over. 

Item 10: Future events 

CT confirmed that regular monthly lunch meetings are due to be held at Bowcliffe on the third 

Wednesday of each month. 

CT noted that John Fox has asked for support at the forthcoming AOC International weekend. PC 

confirmed that he would be in attendance, in part representing the FBHVC and would support JF. 

CT confirmed that Dave Culshaw’s book is due to be launched later in the year but at present no 

further information is available. 

Item 11: Publications 

Item held over. 

Item 12: Provision of Services 



Possible services to be offered to Alvis owners were discussed earlier in the meeting. Further 

discussion on services was held over. 

Item 13: Any Other Business 

13.1: HMJ suggested that AAT contributors and supporters should be offered something tangible to 

demonstrate their ‘friends’ status. The possible use of ‘friendship certificates’ and supporter pin 

badges was discussed. 

13.2: MF suggested that some overseas clubs and owners might have Alvis archive materials that 

they would be content to loan to the AAT to be displayed to a wider audience of Alvis vehicle 

enthusiasts and owners. 

Item 14: Date of next meeting – to be confirmed. 

CT declared the meeting closed at 12 noon. 

 

 



 

 

Registered Charity No. 1179868 established 10th September 2018 

MINUTES OF the SECOND ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

held by Zoom on Friday 23rd April 2021 at 2.30pm 

In attendance: Trustees - Graham Clode (GC) John Fox (JF) and Chris Taylor (CT) 

Members – Martin Wickham (MW) Edmund Waterhouse (EW) 

John Boswell; Paul Chasney; Charles van Ingen; Terry and Eileen Goddin 

JF as the Zoom Host opened the meeting at 2.30pm and welcomed those attending in particular 

John Boswell who now acts as the main contact for aeronautical enquiries. Apologies for absence 

were received from Tim Perks, David Walters and Gary Pellow. 

1) Following the death of Neil Millington it was noted that a celebration of his life would be 

held at Bowcliffe later in the year when conditions allow. The passing of members/donors 

Albert Ainsworth and Robin Bendall were also recorded since the last AGM. 

2) The minutes of the meeting held on 4th March 2020 had been approved at the meeting of 3rd 

February 2021 and the meeting notes thereof were approved, proposed by CT and seconded 

by GC. It was noted that i) trustees’ liability insurance is now in place ii) the first annual 

return to the Charity Commission had been made and iii) registration for Gift Aid had been 

made. 

3) The 2020 Annual Report having been circulated including the financial statements checked 

by Paul Chasney were approved, proposed by CT and seconded by GC with all in agreement. 

4) In accordance with the rules one trustee was required to retire at this meeting and JF opted 

to do so while remaining as the Administrator for the coming year. Two nominations had 

been made for the appointment of additional trustees and Martin Wickham and Edmund 

Waterhouse were duly elected by unanimous vote. 

5) JF recorded that donations of archive material had been received from Roy Probert, Dan 

Geoghegan and John Stevens. 

6) JF proposed that the agenda item Vision 2030 – a plan for the future -  be deferred until we 

could all meet at Bowcliffe which was agreed unanimously. 

7) The date agreed for this meeting was Wednesday 19th May from 11am.  

The meeting closed just after 3pm with a vote of thanks to the Chairman. 

 

 



 

Registered Charity No. 1179868 established 10th September 2018 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF TRUSTEES 

 at Bowcliffe Hall on Monday 2nd August 2021 commencing at 11.00am 

Present: Chris Taylor (CT) Martin Wickham (MW) Graham Clode (GC) Edmund Waterhouse (EW)                                                

John Fox (JF) Administrator    

8) The Minutes of the AGM held on 23rd April 2021 were approved subject to changing 

“audited” to “checked” in paragraph 3. 

9) There were no matters arising from the AGM other than those set out below or notes from 

the meeting of May 19th which was informal attended by EW, CT and JF. 

10) Donations: MW had brought with him a substantial archive of Alvis Fighting Vehicle material 

to deposit, fully catalogued on a spreadsheet including almost 1,000 photos, catalogues, 

company reports and microfiche data.  It was noted that Roy Probert had donated a 

substantial amount of archive material before his death and further items are to be 

expected after his death including the rights to publish his second book “One Man’s Alvis”, a 

copy of which had been received by JF and passed to MW for review in due course. EW 

agreed to follow up the offer to purchase a collection of photos of vintage Alvis cars by a 

seller in Crawley and report back, investigating the copyright and availability of the 

negatives. GC noted that it was unlikely the Alvis Register would donate the archives he 

holds as the Register Archivist at his home. 

11) Vision 2030  

a) Membership and Funding – membership of the trust remains low but the bank balance 

remains close to the level at the end of 2020 because of two large donations including 

the annual £1,000 from the AOC. EW reported that the AOC issues with the AAT as 

expressed by the Chairman remain unchanged and JF had reported that General 

Secretary was willing to meet us over lunch possibly in September. 

b) Accommodation – the existing lease at Bowcliffe runs to May 2022 and JF undertook to 

discuss the renewal terms with the Property Director as soon as possible. It was agreed 

to continue to look for alternative or additional sites with visits to the Rootes archive 

and EW to monitor the progress of LTAN’s hopes of an archive at Gaydon, BMM. JF also 

to continue a dialogue with Alan Stote.  

c) Relationships with other organisations, clubs, charities and commerce – JF reported 

providing photo and other material to the RREC, Brooklands and the Alvis Car Company  

d) Effects of Covid – the lack of visitors had reduced potential income, the amount 

collected through PayPal for the year to date was £375 gross. 

e) Website – www.alvisarchive.com continued to add Followers and visitor numbers are 

steady. 



f) Database – Model Registers. JF noted that Wayne Brooks had updated all the Model 

Registers previously published by the AOC (data as they left the factory) and had also 

produced on for the 12/60 model and the 14.75 to supplement the vintage Silver Eagle 

Register. These are all available to download from the website as pdf files. 

g) Future events – The 3rd Wednesday Dining Club had met for the first time in July and is 

planned to continue every month as CT has committed to attending on that day. An 

Open days at Bowcliffe was previously successful in November and can be repeated ; JF 

has committed to attend the VSCC Mallory Park meeting on 22 August as the AAT with 

the Centenary Alvis Race featured; JF suggested that gatherings local to each Trustee 

could be promoted as AAT events; MW thought these should tag on to AOC N&Ns. 

h) Publications – the AOC Bulletin for August 2021 will include JF’s article and advertising 

for the AAT; the C&SC Charlesworth article was disappointing in only mentioning the 

AAT in relation to photos and only crediting John Fox with a contribution which was not 

as requested. 

i) Provision of services – the charge for car history certificates was discussed as perhaps 

being related more to the value of the information; aviation manuals are now also 

available thanks to Roy Probert and it had been agreed we could charge £100 for those. 

j) Any other business – MW agreed to take a selection of books for sale at AOC events. JF 

proposed returning to the Petwood Hotel, Woodhall Spa for a weekend event to include 

the AGM on the weekend of Drive-it Day, the last weekend in April 2022.  

 

The meeting closed at 4pm with thanks for the trustees travelling long distances for the first 

time since Covid to be together.  

 



Further meetings were held on 5th January, 19th February, 31st May, 22nd June, 5th July,      

11th August (Kenilworth), 21st September and 1st October regarding the relationship with the 

AOC. 

 Following several exchanges which are on file the outcome was: 

1) AOC agreed to add an improved link from their website to the AAT.  

2) AOC made no comment or decision on future funding via voluntary member 

subscriptions which are the AAT’s preferred method 

3) JF agreed to provide regular copy for the Bulletin. 

Following further investigations trustees agreed not to purchase the collection of Alvis 

photos because the price was considered too high 

The trustees also met with Andy Bye at the Rootes Archive in November 2022. 


